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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Sanicubic 2 is a 1 HP heavy duty duplex grinder system used to pump away waste water from several bathrooms and fixtures from an entire 
building structure. This system is able to discharge the waste up to 36 feet vertical and/or 328 feet horizontal. It incorporates a grinder system which is 
ideal for uncontrolled environments in both residential and commercial applications (ie. rental unit, offices, warehouses, etc). The Sanicubic 2 is designed 

to handle sanitary products that may have been flushed down the toilet; such may consist of condoms, sanitary napkins, q-tips, dental floss, etc.

 Discharges the waste through a 11⁄2" rigid pipe. A couple of non-return valves are included on the internal discharge pipe connection of this system. 

 Has been designed with a 1-1/2" vent connection on top of the enclosure. All plumbing codes require connection to a vent system. Please 
note that the vent system should be a two-way air vent as air needs to freely flow both ways. Note: The use of mechanical vents, air 
admittance valves or similar devices is not permitted. 

 Comes equipped with an external visual and audible alarm system (15 ft. long wire). The control panel is mounted on top of the enclosure 
for easy access to the LED controls and motor override buttons.

 The pump discharges wastewater from several toilets, sinks, bath/showers, urinals and even washing machines. The wastewater from other 
sanitary fixtures is drained into the Sanicubic 2 via five 11⁄2" or 4" inlets on either side of the housing and on top of the enclosure. 
Note that when draining waste water into the pump through either of the side inlets, an external check valve 
(not supplied) has to be installed. Also, note that there should be a minimum 10" height difference between 
the base of the Sanicubic 2 to the bottom of the shower/bathtub drain or to the base of the toilet.

INSTALLATION ABOVE THE GROUND

Pump type: Grinder
Electrical: 220-240 V (208V min) – 60 Hz / 13 Amps (Max)

Motor: 2 x 1 HP oil-filled thermally protected motor
Capacitor rating: 2 x 30 microfarad

Operating Temperature: 158 F° Max.
Power cord length: 72 inches

Noise level: ≤ 68 dBA (Lp) (measured at 3 ft.)

INSTALLATION BELOW THE GROUND

Dual Grinders
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PLEASE CALL US TOLL-FREE AT 800-571-8191 (US) / 800-363-5874 (CDN)
TO PURCHASE PARTS REFERENCED ABOVE

FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL 800-571-8191
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Flow Rate (gallons/min)

P1 + P2

Discharge pipe diameter: 11⁄2"
Discharge rate at 36 ft: 38 GPM (Both motors in operation)
Discharge rate at 3 ft: 90 GPM (Both motors in operation)

Shut-off head: 45 ft.
Normal running time: Depends on number of fixtures

Capacity: 12.4 gallons
Inlets: 11⁄2" or 4" (sides), 11⁄2" or 4" (top)

Method of activation: Pressure switch, circuit board
Toilet, shower/bathtub base height: 10" min

Weight: 77 lbs.
Certifying agencies: CSA (IPC, NSPC), IAPMO (UPC)

Recommended accessories: Descaler
Connections: Toilets, sinks, shower/bathtubs, 
washing machines (direct connection), etc.
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DUPLEX GRINDING SYSTEM CAPABLE OF 
DISCHARGING WASTEWATER FROM MULTIPLE 
FIXTURES FROM ENTIRE BUILDING STRUCTURES

Two powerful 1 HP motors for absolute reliability and efficiency. 
New grinding technology eliminates clogging issues found on 

sewage ejector stations as it can handle feminine hygiene products.

Smart-pump technology allows both pumps to work 
simultaneously if the incoming rate is higher than the discharge 

rate of the single pump. The discharge rate increases roughly 80% 
until the condition is alleviated.

System is capable of handling multiple fixtures at the same time 
as it can handle up to 90 gallons per minute.

23⁄4"



Duplex sewage grinding system 

The Sanicubic 2 is a pre-assembled heavy-duty duplex grinder pump that meets the demanding needs of 
commercial and residential sewage applications. The duplex-grinder system made of stainless steel liquefies 
solids into small particles prior to being passed through the 1-1/2” discharge. It is designed to handle 
multiple waste fixtures for applications such as residential single or group homes, commercial buildings, 
schools and many more.  This new system consists of two 1-HP motors housed inside a compact but highly 
durable plastic enclosure. Each independently operating motor has its own high-performance grinding 

system: a fast-rotating cutting blade to reduce solids in the wastewater stream from toilets, tubs and 
showers, sinks, washing machines, dishwashers, etc. 

The Sanicubic 2 operation is as simple as the installation.  The effluent enters the pump through one of 
five different inlets – one on either side of the unit at the bottom and three along the top. The inlets can 
accommodate 1-1/2” or 4” diameter pipes. As soon as the wastewater level reaches the trigger point, the 
pumping system activates. The effluent is then pumped out through 1-1/2” diameter rigid pipe connected 
on the top of the pump. Maximum pumping distances are 36 Ft vertically and/or 328 Ft horizontally.  

The inside of the Sanicubic 2 comprises of a couple of pressure switches and a circuit board assembly, 
which starts and stops the unit, and a couple of motors, which drive the stainless steel cutting blades and 
the pump. The motors are sealed for life in an oil filled enclosure. A common spindle/shaft drives the 
impellers and the grinding blades. The moving parts therefore are kept to an absolute minimum. Water and 
organic waste matter that enter the enclosure are reduced to slurry and are picked up by the impeller 
mounted beneath the motor. 

The two grinders inside the Sanicubic 2 are engineered to operate alternately.  They each take turns 
handling the wastewater so that neither is more heavily used over time than the other.  However, if either 
pump ceases to operate, the other pump will run full-time until servicing can eliminate the problem. 

One of the many features of the Sanicubic 2, is the smart-pump operation.  A single pump is able to handle 
up to 50 gpm.  If the incoming rate is higher than the discharge rate, the pump automatically signals the 
“overload” stage.  This will activate the second pump and both pumps will operate simultaneously until the 
condition is alleviated.  When both pumps are in operation, the discharge rate increases roughly 80%.  In 
this event, a visual LED alarm on the unit will switch to red as well as the mounted audible alarm will go 
off. 

Note that the effluent pipe leading into the pump has to be installed with the required ¼” per foot gravity 
flow.  Also, note that there should be a minimum 10" height difference between the base of the Sanicubic 2 
to the bottom of the shower/bathtub drain or to the base of the toilet. 

The wastewater from other sanitary fixtures is discharged into the Sanicubic 2 via five 1½-inch or 4” inlets, 
on either side of the housing and on the top of the enclosure. The internal discharge pipes come equipped 

with check valves that prevent back flow into the unit. Isolating valves (ball, check valves) must be installed 
on waste inlets and on the discharge pipe to ensure that any service/maintenance may be carried out safely. 

This unit has been designed with a 1-1/2” vent connection on the top of the enclosure. All plumbing codes 
require connection to a vent system. Please note that the vent system should be a two-way air vent. The 

use of mechanical vents, air admittance valves or similar devices are not permitted as these are considered 
one-way air vent systems. 

The Sanicubic 2 has been certified to American and Canadian Standards. Macerating standard; US: CSA 
Certified & IAPMO (UPC) listed - ASME A112.3.4, CA: Macerating Standard CSA B45.9. 

The Sanicubic 2 as manufactured by Saniflo Part# 029. 

 


